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BSTRACT
Over its 84-year lifee span, the Sixth
S
Street Viaduct beccame a cultuural icon forr the City off Los
Angeles, appearing in countless motion piictures, mussic videos, and televisiion commerrcials.
mic vulnerab
bilities unfoortunately leed to the neeed to replacce the
Deterioraating concreete and seism
aging strructure. Thee replacemen
nt concept was
w selectedd as the ressult of a design compeetition
sponsored by the Citty of Los An
ngeles’ Bureau of Enginneering. Currrently under constructionn, the
replacem
ment is a tweelve-span tieed arch bridg
ge nearly a kkilometer inn length, withh a triple-friiction
pendulum
m base isolattion system to mitigate high
h
seismicc loading. Seeismic desiggn was perfoormed
using glo
obal bridge model
m
time history
h
analy
ysis with muultiple-suppoort excitatioons. Seven seets of
three-com
mponent eartthquake ground motionss were develloped for thee 1000-year design evennt. To
account for soil-stru
ucture interaaction, the ground
g
motiions were iinput througgh nonlinearr soil
springs along
a
the len
ngth of the pile
p foundattions. Resultts of the dynnamic analyyses were ussed to
evaluate the viaduct performan
nce and to verify the displacemennt capacity of the isollation
ystem, the reeplacement vviaduct is exxpected to exxceed
bearings.. On accountt of the basee isolation sy
seismic performance
p
requiremen
nts by remain
ning elastic uunder the design earthquuake events.
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BSTRACT
Over
O
its 84-yeaar life span, th
he Sixth Street Viaduct becaame a cultural icon for the C
City of Los
Angeles,
A
appeaaring in counttless motion pictures,
p
musicc videos, andd television coommercials.
Deteriorating
D
co
oncrete and seeismic vulneraabilities unforttunately led too the need to replace the
ag
ging structure.. The replacem
ment concept was selected as the result of a design ccompetition
sp
ponsored by th
he City of Los Angeles’ Bureeau of Engineeering. Currentlly under consttruction, the
reeplacement is a twelve-span tied arch brid
dge nearly a kiilometer in lenngth, with a triiple-friction
peendulum base isolation systeem to mitigate high seismic loading. Seism
mic design wass performed
ussing global briidge model tim
me history analysis with mulltiple-support eexcitations. Seeven sets of
th
hree-componen
nt earthquake ground
g
motion
ns were developped for the 10000-year designn event. To
acccount for soil--structure interraction, the gro
ound motions w
were input throough nonlinear soil springs
allong the length
h of the pile fou
undations. Resu
ults of the dynnamic analyses were used to eevaluate the
viiaduct perform
mance and to veerify the displaacement capaciity of the isolaation bearings. On account
off the base isolaation system, the
t replacemen
nt viaduct is eexpected to excceed seismic pperformance
reequirements by
y remaining elaastic under the design earthquuake events.

Introdu
uction and Description
D
of the Viad
duct
6, the Sixth S
Street Viaduuct was an iconic structurre for
Construccted in 1932 and demolisshed in 2016
the City of
o Los Angeeles. It was the longest of
o the City’s historic LA River bridgges, with 45 sspans
covering a length of 3178 feet, including tw
wo signature arches at thee river crosssing (Fig. 1)). The
viaduct connected
c
th
he Boyle Heeights neighb
borhood witth downtownn LA, carryiing four elevvated
lanes of traffic over two railroad
d corridors, multiple loccal city streeets, the US 101 freewayy, the
d
and the concretee-lined LA River.
R
Over iits lifetime, tthe iconic brridge appearred in
LA arts district,
countlesss motion picttures, music videos, and
d television ccommercialss.
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Figu
ure 1. Origin
nal Sixth Str eet Viaduct..
Concrete
C
detterioration from
fr
alkali silica reactiive aggregatte and seism
mic vulneraability
ultimatelly led to thee need to reeplace the viaduct.
v
In 22012, the City’s Bureauu of Engineeering
sponsored a compettition to seleect an iconiic yet cost- effective deesign for itss replacemennt. A
concept proposed
p
by
y HNTB and
d Michael Maltzan
M
Archhitecture wass selected ass the winner (Fig.
2). Earth Mechanics, Inc. (EMI) is the geotecchnical sub-cconsultant too HNTB for the project.
Ten
T continuo
ous concretee tied arch spans
s
accenttuate the repplacement vviaduct, withh two
additionaal prestresseed concrete box girder approach sppans (12 spaans total). T
The arch conncept
recalls th
he original historic
h
struccture shown in Fig. 1 annd complem
ments other nnearby LA R
River
arch brid
dges. Contriibuting to itts elegant ap
ppearance, tthe arch ribss are laterallly unbracedd and
outwardlly canted (Fiig. 2), which
h poses a challenge for sseismic desiign. The replacement follows
a curved
d alignmentt for a total length of
o 3058 feeet, providinng two trafffic lanes aand a
walkway
y/bike path in
n each directtion.
Y-bents
Y
supp
port the archees (Fig. 2), creating
c
effi cient geomeetry which shhortens the sspans
and prov
vides a directt path for the arch rib co
ompression tthrust into thhe substructture. Each Y
Y-bent
is foundeed on a single 10-ft diam
meter drilled
d shaft, desiggned based on results of a full scalee pile
load testt. Notably, the
t bridge iss base isolaated with friiction-penduulum bearinggs located in the
vertical stem
s
of the capacity pro
otected Y-beents, as welll as at the aabutments. C
Cantilevered seattype abuttments at thee ends of thee viaduct are founded onn groups of 22-ft diameterr drilled shaffts.

Y‐beent
Isolation
Bearing
Figure 2. Ren
nderings of th
he replacem
ment viaduct ((currently unnder construuction).
The
T ten tied arch spans range in len
ngth from 1191 to 250 ffeet, alternaating with shhorter
jump spaans over each
h Y-bent. Su
uperstructuree framing is identical at tthe tied archh and jump sspans,
consistin
ng of an 8-1//4-inch thick
k convention
nally reinforrced deck suupported onn transverse posttensioned
d concrete floor
f
beams. Cast-in-plaace post-tenssioned concrrete edge girrders supporrt the

floor beams and serve as ties for the arches and Y-bents. The concrete arch ribs have a constant
width of 10 feet for architectural consistency, along with a uniform depth of 3 feet at the crown.
Arch rib hangers are non-vertical and some cross each other multiple times, consistent with the
definition of a network tied arch. Superstructure articulation consists of a continuous viaduct
with expansion joints only at the two abutments, made possible by the base isolation system.
Seismic Design Approach and Base Isolation
Selection of seismic bridge design criteria typically hinges upon classification as an
ordinary/standard versus and important/non-standard structure. The investment in the viaduct is
greater than for an ordinary standard bridge since it is intended to symbolize an iconic gateway
to the City, providing impetus for better seismic performance. In addition, the replacement
viaduct involves non-standard features such as the unbraced canted concrete arch ribs, for which
standard seismic design provisions are not available. As a result, project specific seismic design
criteria were developed for the viaduct replacement, consistent with other major non-lifeline
California bridges. Two seismic event levels were considered, each subject to specific
performance/damage levels. Under the stronger Safety Evaluation Event (SEE) with a 1000-year
return period, “Minimal” to “Moderate” damage was allowed. No damage was allowed at the
lower level Functional Evaluation Event (FEE) with a 100-year return period.
As design progressed, it became apparent that compliance with the seismic performance
criteria would be costly due to high demands and architectural features such as the unbraced arch
ribs. After considering several options, base isolation was adopted as the most viable and
economical solution. Triple friction-pendulum bearings manufactured by Earthquake Protection
Systems (EPS) were selected as the base isolation system. Single friction-pendulum and leadrubber bearings were also considered. Triple-friction pendulum bearings were ultimately selected
because they were amenable to a custom design that ensures stability even at demands in excess
of the SEE event, as discussed below.
Fig. 3 presents a schematic section view and the force-displacement response of the
bearings used at the majority of the bents. A similar but smaller bearing type was used at some of
the approach bents and the abutments (not shown). The bearings provide the three basic elements
of a practical base isolation system [1]: a flexible mounting that elongates the period of vibration
by allowing relative movement between the inner and outer concave plates and the inner bearing
slider (Fig. 3a), thus reducing force demands; energy dissipation through friction (about 4% to
7%) in the hysteretic force-displacement response (Fig. 3b); and rigidity under low service loads
in addition to a post-event self-centering mechanism provided by the concave plate shapes.
a) Section view of bearing

b) Force-displacement response

Figure 3. Triple friction-pendulum bearings used at most bents.

Placement of the bearings within the Y-bent stems (Fig. 2) mandated some extra
precautions. First was to ensure that the bearings have significantly greater displacement
capacity than the SEE seismic demand. Second was to protect the bearings so that their lateral
displacement capacity is never exceeded. This was achieved by ensuring that the bearing
resistance at extreme displacements is greater than the lateral strength of the supporting drilled
shafts. A customized stiffening region (Fig. 3a) was incorporated to rapidly increase lateral
bearing forces and activate plastic hinges in the drilled shafts at such extreme displacements.
For the base isolated viaduct, a typical seismic design approach such as response
spectrum analysis would not account for: relative movements in the bearings; reductions in
seismic shear forces across the isolation system; hysteric frictional damping; and changes in
bridge vibrational periods with bearing displacements. To overcome these limitations, nonlinear
global bridge model time history analysis was implemented for seismic design.
Earthquake Ground Motions
Design ground motions were developed following procedures that have been used for several
major peer-reviewed long span bridges in California [2]. As explained in the following sections,
three component multiple-support input time histories were developed to represent the shaking
imparted to the bridge for the two assigned hazard levels. Each set of input time histories
includes separate (incoherent) motions for each viaduct support and accounts for depth-varying
motions along the length of the piles and pile-soil interaction.
Subsurface Conditions and Reference Rock Elevation
Site subsurface conditions were evaluated based on geotechnical investigations including more
than 30 soil borings to depths of up to 200 feet and seismic downhole suspension logging.
Subsurface conditions are illustrated in Fig. 4 for a representative bent, including the primary
geologic units and the approximate shear wave velocity profile. Site soil conditions are generally
good and similar but not identical along the majority of the alignment. Upper layers (fill,
alluvium, and the Upper Fernando Formation) consist of medium dense to very dense nonliquefiable granular soils including sand, gravel and cobbles with a relatively small silt fraction.
Below the upper granular layers lies the fine grained Lower Fernando Formation which is
classified as a hard silt/clay to a weak siltstone/claystone.
Hard bedrock is several hundred feet below grade at the site, which is located within the
deep LA basin. For the purpose of developing ground motions, the reference rock elevation was
set at +50 feet (about 170 to 200 feet below grade), where the shear wave velocity is
approximately 1500 ft/sec, representing a soft rock condition. The base of all site response
models was set at elevation +50 feet, which is below the tip of the deepest piles.
Seismic Hazard Analysis and Reference Rock Spectrum
Probabilistic and deterministic seismic hazard analyses (PSHA and DSHA) were
conducted to develop target acceleration response spectra (ARS) representing ground shaking at
the reference rock elevation. The SEE rock spectrum was developed based on the envelope of
results using two seismic hazard analysis tools: Caltrans ARS Online [3] and the more versatile
PSHA program Haz43 developed by Dr. Norman Abrahamson. ARS Online generates a design
spectrum out to a period T of 5 seconds based on an envelope of deterministic events and the
probabilistic uniform hazard spectrum (UHS) with an approximately 1000-year return period.

Figure 4. Site response and pile-soil interaction analysis for a representative bent.
Haz43 was used to conduct state-of-the art PSHA out to T = 10 seconds to cover an
extended period range for the base-isolated structure. UHS were developed considering two
separate sets of ground motion prediction equations [4]: NGA-West 1, representing the state of
practice at the time of the study; and NGA-West 2, which had just been released at the time.
Fig. 5 presents the adopted SEE horizontal target rock spectrum (envelope of ARS Online
and Haz43 results), which includes adjustments for near fault and basin effects. The ARS (left) is
presented on a log horizontal axis to highlight the shorter period content, while the relative
displacement spectrum (right) illustrates ground motion demands at longer periods. Haz43 was
also used to develop the 100-year FEE rock spectrum (not shown). Vertical target spectra were
developed for both hazard levels based on vertical to horizontal ratios [5].
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Figure 5. SEE horizontal reference rock spectrum (representing the shaking at elevation +50 feet)
and viaduct design spectrum (based on the kinematic motions).

Startup Time Histories, Rotation to Principal Axes, and Spectrum Matching
Seven sets of recorded earthquake time histories were selected as startup motions for the SEE.
With seven sets, the average response considering all motions was allowed to be used for design.
Three sets were selected for the FEE, requiring design based on the maximum response. Startup
time histories were chosen based on the probabilistic controlling source information (M6.6 to 7.3
and rupture distances of 4 to 23 km for the SEE), including near fault pulse-like motions.
Several faults contribute significantly to the hazard at the site, and are situated at different
orientations relative to the bridge alignment. These multiple orientations make it unrealistic to
assign separate fault normal (higher) and fault parallel (lower) target spectra for the viaduct. As a
result, the same target spectrum was conservatively adopted for both horizontal components.
Prior to performing spectrum matching, the horizontal components of the startup motions
were rotated to principal major and minor directions [6]. The purpose of this step is to minimize
unintentionally high or low motion amplitudes that can occur in directions between the two
defined orthogonal axes. A time domain procedure [7] was then used to modify the startup time
histories so that their response spectra matched the intended target. The resulting rock spectrumcompatible time histories represented the shaking at elevation +50 feet (Fig. 4).
Site Response and Pile-Soil Interaction
During an earthquake, ground shaking will not be uniform in the entire soil domain around and
below the viaduct and its deep foundations. Ground motions reaching the foundations will be
different at each bridge support and at various depths along each pile. These incoherent ground
motions can be caused by several factors, with site response effects typically being the most
significant for long bridges [2]. Site response amplifies/attenuates seismic waves as they
propagate upward from bedrock towards the surface, leading to depth-varying motions.
Site response analyses were conducted using the program SHAKE [8]. A soil model was
developed for each support location with ground stiffness, layering, and soil properties based on
the nearest borings and shear wave velocity data. The rock spectrum-compatible motions were
applied as inputs to each model at the reference rock elevation. Free field motion time histories
were computed by SHAKE at each of the foundation node levels. Fig. 4 (center) compares
response spectra of the free field motions for a representative bent location. The response spectra
illustrate the difference in ground shaking at various depths along the piles.
Excitations caused by depth-varying ground motions can be rigorously addressed in a
global bridge model by applying the free field motions at each node level, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
A separate set of depth-varying motions is applied to each bridge support, based on the site
response analysis at its location. This typically leads to a large number of input ground motion
files for each run. For the viaduct model, approximately 385 time histories would be required to
run each set (35 motions/support x 11 supports), leading to very time intensive analyses.
Alternatively, sub-structuring can be used to develop a bridge model with a linear
stiffness matrix in place of explicit foundation elements and soil springs [6]. Sets of kinematic
ground motions are then used to excite the model. Kinematic motions are developed through
pile-soil interaction analyses performed for each support. The depth-varying free field motions
are applied as displacement time histories to the ground nodes of linearized p-y springs attached
to massless piles. The resulting “kinematic” motion is computed at the pile top (or pile cap).
Fig. 4 compares the kinematic motion with the corresponding depth-varying motions at a
representative support location. The kinematic motion at this support is similar to the free field

motion at
a a relatively
y shallow deepth of 12.5 feet, consisttent with exppectations foor a stiff soill site.
At softerr sites, kinem
matic motion
ns can be sim
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of both depth-varyin
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Fig. 6 illlustrates thee viaduct glo
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Figure 6. Global
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bridgee model.
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implementing the entire suite of depth-varying ground motions. A single uniform vertical time
history was applied to the ground node of a lumped axial soil spring at the tip of each pile
element. Site response of vertical component motions was not considered, which is consistent
with other similar major peer-reviewed west coast bridge projects.
With the earthquake excitation scheme described above, effects of incoherent motions
were considered by using the different kinematic motions at each bent. Soil-structure interaction
(SSI) effects were included by applying the input motions at the ground node of nonlinear soil
springs. Accounting for incoherent motions and nonlinear SSI allowed the model to experience
realistic displacements across the isolation system to verify bearing dimensions and stability.
Time History Analysis Results

D/C Ratio (Tension)

Results of the global bridge model analyses were used to: evaluate overall performance; verify
elastic response in structural components; determine extreme event loading for sizing and
detailing; and verify the size of the isolation bearings. In addition, modal analysis was performed
with the isolation bearings locked, which identified a fundamental non-isolated period of
approximately 2.5 seconds. With the base isolation system active, the vibrational period of
response becomes a function of the bearing displacements. Typical isolation mode periods range
from about 3.9 to 4.3 seconds under expected displacement levels.
Overall, the viaduct performed well when subjected to the seven sets of SEE time
histories. Structural components including the drilled shafts, columns below the bearings, Ybents above the bearings, edge girders, arch ribs, arch rib hangers, and floor beams all remained
elastic. In order to confirm the elastic response, demand-versus-capacity (D/C) ratios were
plotted for the relevant forces for each component. For instance Fig. 7 presents the D/C ratios for
tension in the arch rib hangers along the length of the viaduct for all seven ground motion sets.
All D/C ratios are less than one, confirming the elastic response.
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Figure 7. Arch rib hanger tension D/C ratios from all seven SEE ground motions (GM).
Isolation bearing displacements represented a critical check for the safety and stability of
the viaduct. As expected, significant transient displacements occurred at the bearings, and
residual displacements were essentially zero. Fig. 8 presents maximum transient bearing
displacements at each support for the seven SEE motions. These displacements are the maximum
values in any horizontal direction, which were determined based on the resultant of the recorded
response in two orthogonal directions.
Displacements varied among the ground motion sets and along the length of the viaduct,
averaging roughly 16.5 inches and not exceeding 22 inches where stiffening bearings are used.

Resultant Net Disp. (ft)

Based on those results, the Total Design Displacement (TDD) [10] for the SEE event was
conservatively set at 24 inches for detailing purposes (instead of the average value of 16.5 inches
which is allowed with 7 sets of motions). Expansion joints and other clearances were detailed for
1.25TDD (30 inches). Stiffening of the bearings occurs in the range of 31 inches, and the
maximum displacement capacity is approximately 50 inches (Fig. 3b). Increased costs to provide
this surplus of displacement capacity were relatively minor, and were considered to be worth the
investment for the added degree of seismic safety.
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Figure 8. Maximum isolator bearing displacements from all seven SEE ground motions (GM).
Despite having similar elastic response spectra out to T = 10 seconds (due to spectrum
matching), the seven SEE ground motion sets produced significantly different bearing
displacement demands (Fig. 8). Based on a review of the kinematic motions at a representative
bent (Bent 6), peak ground displacement (PGD) could be a potential indicator of the maximum
bearing demand. For instance, Set 1 had the largest PGD and produced the greatest bearing
demand, while Sets 3 and 7 had the lowest PGD and led to the smallest bearing demands.
Moreover, peak displacement demand imposed by a pair of horizontal input motions does
not necessarily occur in one of the two assigned directions. Startup motions were initially rotated
to principal directions prior to spectrum matching to minimize this effect. However, spectrum
matching is only explicitly applied in two directions, and different amplitudes are unavoidable at
intermediate orientations. To illustrate, Fig. 9 presents polar plots of spectral relative
displacements for the Bent 6 kinematic motions at T = 1 and 4 seconds.
a) T = 1 second
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Figure 9. Polar response spectra of input (kinematic) motions at Bent 6.
Spectral displacements are similar for all seven sets at the two assigned component
directions (0 and 90 degrees), as expected. However at other orientations, demands vary
significantly from set to set and at different vibration periods. For instance at T = 1 second (Fig.
9a), Set 4 produces the highest demand, while at T = 4 seconds (Fig. 9b), the greatest demand is

caused by Set 1. With isolation modes in the range of T = 3.9 to 4.3 seconds, maximum response
caused by Set 1 (Fig. 8) is consistent with the demands at T = 4 seconds illustrated in Fig. 9b.
Conclusions
High seismic demands and architectural features such as laterally unbraced canted arch ribs led
to design challenges for the Sixth Street Viaduct replacement. A triple friction-pendulum base
isolation system was found to be the most cost-effective solution to overcome these challenges.
Global bridge model time history analyses were performed during seismic design to evaluate the
viaduct performance while accounting for the isolation system behavior. The base isolation
system leads to performance which exceeds the seismic design criteria, with the bridge expected
to remain elastic for both the 100-yr FEE and 1000-yr SEE earthquake levels. With minimal
additional cost, the isolation bearings were sized to accommodate displacements even greater
than SEE demands, providing seismic safety above and beyond design requirements.
After the global model analysis, the seven sets of SEE input time histories were evaluated
in view of the different peak isolation bearing displacements caused by each ground motion set.
PGD was found to be a potential indicator of maximum bearing demand for input time histories
with similar elastic response spectra. The importance of considering seismic demands and
response over the full range of orientations within the horizontal plane was also illustrated.
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